DIGITAL SERVICES

The university offers students a large number of digital communication and learning tools.

STUDENT WEBMAIL

The university provides an e-mail address to each student who can, then, view their messages via webmail. It is a valuable tool for the university administrative services and a simple way to send information to more than 32,000 students, mainly via a monthly newsletter.

ONLINE CLASSES

Via an online platform called EPREL, you can access the courses uploaded by your teachers as well as self-training modules in various subjects.

ONLINE LIBRARY

You can access many useful services: library catalog and reading services, online research sources, and teaching materials:

- access the entire library catalog as well as the catalog of recently arrived resources - make suggestions for new purchases,

- check your current library loans to make sure you don't have any outstanding documents, extend your online lending times,

- request to be notified when an unavailable book is returned,

- request a notification of availability of research materials, create online bibliographies,

- access research materials online and remotely: read and download e-books, access, via an online portal, a large number of online publications. This portal allows for the simultaneous research of several publications at once,

- access educational materials: the bibliographies provided by your teachers - exam subjects online.
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